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Hello Everyone, 

 Here comes summer!  Most of the kiddo’s are either out of school, or are in their last few days, for the 
2016 school year.  If you live in the Phoenix area, you’ve probably heard that the first weekend of this June is likely 
to be one for the record books with multiple days well above 110.  I truly love Phoenix and our weather, but any-
thing over 108 is just uncomfortably hot. I could do without our average of 19 days a year above 110.  In case you 
were wondering, there are an average of 110 days a year where we are above 100 degrees.  Here’s hoping you have 
good plans in place to deal with or escape some of our summer heat.  Remember those friends and relatives who 
came to visit from up north last winter?   Many of them deserve a visit from you this summer. 

 The Phoenix housing’s market is drawing many of the different types of buyers needed to propel it to a full 
recovery from the crash. More first-timers, buyers returning from foreclosure, new-home purchasers and Baby 
Boomers are in the market for Valley houses now than at any time since the crash. Home prices are up about 11% 
from last year (still 10% below the 2006 peak) with nice/well priced listings generally selling quite quickly.  These 
overall facts kind of obscure the real fact that there are some areas that are hot and some that are not.  My eyes and 
opinion suggests that some hot areas have cooled over the past 4 to 6 weeks.  Some cool markets have heated, a bit.  
Pricing, Staging/Presentation and Patience are the keys for Sellers today.  Those concepts combined with continu-
ing low mortgage interest rates are also key points for prospective.  Our inventory is up from a year ago, but that 
doesn’t necessarily mean that Buyers have multiple good choices.  The lower inventory also translates to continuing 
trend for home sale prices to be, on average, above 95% of the list price.  In other words, lowball offers “to see if 
the Seller wants to negotiate” isn’t one of the best plans in the current market. Similarly, setting a high list price “to 
test the waters” isn’t a good working strategy in the current market for Sellers.  The balance of the year still looks 
like a good and pretty active market to me.  I’m hopeful to see the usual seasonal pick-up of business happen for 
the next month or so as families move up and/or over before the new school year begins.  Interesting times ahead! 

 
 It’s been a busy May helping Todd and family search for a home in the East Valley.  We’re under contract, 
hopefully all goes right, on a nice SW Mesa home that will likely be their new home by the end of the month.  We 
listed Julie’s NE Mesa home earlier in the month.  Now it just a matter of finding the right Buyer.  Then we put the 
plan for a new place for Julie & son’s to call home.  We’re working on the final details, with Diane, to get her 
Dreamland Villa (adult community) home in Mesa on the market in the near future.  Someone will inherit an amaz-
ing garden oasis!   Do you know anyone looking to buy or sell a home?  I could use your help with a referral.  
Thanks, in advance, for helping me grow my business! 

Regards, 

JEFF GERBER  
A B R ® ,  G R I ® ,  S R E S ® ,  R E A L T O R ®  

Visit my website at: www.jeffgerberrealtor.com 
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If you are working with another real estate professional, please disregard this notice. The material in this publication is for your information only and not intended to be used in lieu of seeking additional consumer or professional advice.

When you
under stand  the process 
of buying    or selling a 

home, you’re equipped to make the 
best decision. Call me today! I will 
guide you every step of the way.

D oes the prospect of an expen-
sive home repair keep you up 
at night? A Home Warranty 

Plan is a service contract that helps 
safeguard your budget against unex-
pected repair or replacement costs 
caused by the breakdown of covered 
heating, plumbing, electrical systems, 
and most built-in appliances. Home 
warranties offer peace of mind to 
home buyers and sellers alike—pav-
ing the way for a smooth, seamless, 
worry-free transaction.

D o you know anyone buying or 
selling a home? A savvy real 
estate professional can help 

with all the fine points—home staging, 
aid with financing, and more… 
so send them my way!

Tips for Pet Owners Looking to Sell their Home 

W e all love our furry friends, but when it comes to other people’s pets, we 
can be a little more discerning—especially when we’re shopping for a 
home! In order to get top dollar for your home, consider having a friend 

or a relative take care of your pets. Otherwise, potential buyers might imagine all 
the hidden damage your pet may have caused over the years. Of course, you don’t 
want to lie about being a pet owner, but there’s no reason to flaunt it.

Once you’ve removed your pets from the premises, 
tuck away any litter boxes, pet toys, etc. Next, have a 

friend or neighbor step inside and give your home 
a thorough sniff test. Don’t trust your own nose 
because you may have grown accustomed to the 

smell. An outsider can tell if you’ve got an odor 
problem in an instant, and if you do, you can try 
enzyme cleaners, such as Simple Solution or 
Nature’s Miracle. If no miracle occurs, it’s time 
to call a professional!

Health & Safety
The Inside Scoop on Coffee 

H ollywood director David Lynch once said, “Bad coffee is better than no coffee 
at all,” and many share his passion for this popular caffeinated beverage. In 
fact, over half of all Americans depend on their morning coffee to wake up 

and focus, and most of them have experienced the angst-ridden feeling that comes 
from too many cups. 

According to the Mayo Clinic, it’s safe for adults to consume up to 400 mg of caffeine 
per day, but anything more could cause anxiety, irritability, and insomnia. Teens 
should keep it under 100 mg per day, and children should avoid caffeine entirely.  

It takes roughly four cups of coffee (32 ounces total) to hit the 400 mg caffeine limit, 
but that means a large coffee at your favorite café could approach your daily limit. In 
fact, the coffee in that massive paper cup may even exceed your limit if it’s strongly 
brewed… and many popular chains brew it to the max! 

Also, be aware that caffeine content can vary depending on the type 
of bean used and how those beans are roasted. Dark roasts have been 
roasted longer, and they tend to contain less caffeine 
than lighter roasts. Keep in mind, however, that we all 
metabolize chemicals at different rates, and one cup could 
leave you bouncing in your cubicle if you’re a lightweight.

Real Estate Today

Protect your budget  
against the high cost to  
repair or replace home  

systems and appliances.

Visit www.orhp.com  
or talk to your Real Estate 

Professional to learn more.

Jeff Gerber, ABR, GRI, 
SRES

The Empowered Team LLC
Lic. #: SA540122000
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Household Tips

G lassware has been around since 3,500 B.C., captivating the people of ancient Egypt and Rome. Artisans across Europe 
refined the formula over many generations, but it wasn’t until the 17th century that the English added lead oxide to the 
mix—giving crystal its characteristic sparkle and shine! 

In other words, those wine glasses in your cupboard represent thousands of years of innovation… and the 
following tips can keep them pristine for years to come.

Lemon Peel Shine: When life gives you lemons, save the peels and drop them in the rinse water. The acid 
cuts through grease and gives it a clear shine.

Avoid Extreme Temperatures: Very cold and very hot water can compromise the underlying structure.
Twist to Dry: To dry a wine glass, wrap the towel gently around it, hold it at the stem, and 
twist the stem at the base until the towel has absorbed the moisture. Squeezing the top of 
a delicate glass can break it!

Polishing: Create a thin paste with water and baking soda, then rub the mixture on the 
glass or crystal in a small circular motion. Rinse thoroughly, and repeat if necessary.

Caring for Crystal and Glassware 

Savor the Flavor Angel Slaw Caribbean

1/4 cup fat-free vanilla yogurt

2 Tbs. pineapple juice

1/4 tsp. Caribbean jerk  
(or Jamaican jerk) seasoning

1 tsp. fresh lime juice

1 Tbs. mango chutney

1 pkg. (10 oz.) angel hair coleslaw

1/4 cup seedless raisins

1 small, fresh mango, diced  
(about 1 cup)

Combine yogurt, pineapple juice, jerk seasoning,  
lime juice, and chutney in a large bowl  
until well blended. 

Stir in apple, raisins, and coleslaw. 

Mix together. 

Fold diced mango into slaw. 

Cover and refrigerate for  
1 hour to blend flavors.
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